Memo to Planning Commission
Rockville 2040 Vision and Principles for Comprehensive Master Plan
June 3, 2015

Results are attached as Exhibit 4. They are organized in two ways:
1. According to the Vision and the specific Principle - all comments relating to the Vision are
placed with the Vision, and all comments relating to a specific principle are placed with that
principle.
2. By Table group – all comments made by each table are placed together.
Online Input
Last year, the Principles were also posted on the City’s Engage Rockville citizen engagement Web
site. As you know, the company that provided the platform, MindMixer, made a change to the
platform and renamed it MySidewalk. To date, City staff has not been pleased with the change.
However, input was received on the Principles on both Engage Rockville and MySidewalk. The City
is now soliciting comments through its Web page, on both Vision and Principles, at
www.rockvillemd.gov/rockville2040.
All comments received from these three online approaches are included as Exhibit 5.
Relevant State and Regional Documents
Two additional items are included and are relevant to the discussion. The first is the set of Maryland
State Planning Visions, which all jurisdictions are required to implement. These are provided as
Exhibit 6. They were adopted in this form with the changes that were made to the Land Use Article
(formerly Article 66B) in 2009.
The second item is an extract from the Region Forward document. Region Forward is an initiative
of the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) that proposes a “vision for a
more accessible, sustainable, prosperous and livable region.” The document, which was prepared by
the Greater Washington 2050 Coalition, lays out a series of nine regional goals in the four themes of
Accessibility, Sustainability, Prosperity and Livability; and establishes regional performance targets
and indicators to measure progress towards these goals. The goals are attached as Exhibit 7. The
broader document can be viewed at: http://www.mwcog.org/planning/regionforward/
Region Forward encourages area jurisdictions, businesses, civic groups and individuals to pledge to
work together to meet the approved goals. As part of this initiative, all member jurisdictions were
asked to endorse the Region Forward goals. Rockville’s Mayor and Council voted to do so on May
3, 2010.
Staff looks forward to the discussion of Vision and Principles for Rockville 2040.
Exhibit 1 – Responses to Poll Anywhere questions at May 9, 2015 Rockville 2040 kickoff.
Exhibit 2 – Form for reviewing 2002 CMP Vision Statement
Exhibit 3 – Form for reviewing 2002 CMP Underlying Principles
Exhibit 4 – Results from May 9 tables exercises on Vision and Principles
Exhibit 5 – Responses from Engage Rockville, My Sidewalk, and the City’s Web page.
Exhibit 6 – Maryland State Planning Visions
Exhibit 7 – Region Forward
cc:

Susan Swift, Director, CPDS
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Barry Gore, Long Range Planning, CPDS
Cynthia Kebba, Long Range Planning, CPDS
Manisha Tewari, Long Range Planning, CPDS
Clark Larson, CPDS
Erin Wilson, CPDS
CMP Staff Team Members
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How old will you be in 2020? 2040?
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In what kind of home do you expect to live in 2020? 2040?
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Where do you expect to live in 2020?
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In what kind of building do you expect to work in 2020?
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How many children do you expect to be living with you in
2020?
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What do I hope will stay the same in Rockville by 2020?
Vibrant shops downtown
Pedestrian projections to assure walkability
Lots of local businesses
historic buildings
Places for all ages to enjoy Rockville
Small town feel, strong neighborhoods,
great schools, urbanization, safe, walkable, parks, activities,
night life
Community Services
Green spaces
good bikability
I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE LESS HIGH RISES.
Places to recreate
Walking community
Carmen's!
Jonathans
Transparent and efficient government
Safe neighborhoods
Small town gathering places
Safe community
Walkability
A sense of living in a small town community
Reasonably priced housing for young adults
Housing options
We will build parks to meet increases in population
Green spaces
Historic
Town square
Walkability
Diversity of people
Diverse City with opportunities for public recreation, job
growth, and less reliance on the automobile, but mass transit
and renewable, self-site energy production
Town square
Strong neighborhoods
Parks
Strong city identity
Citizen driven government
parks
Housing for people of all incomes
Emphasis on local food options
Town center continues to fill in.
Parks
c places
Livability
Small town feel
Parks
Mobility options
Historic buildings
Business on the Pike
Good economy

Green space
Community and neighborhoods will be strong and safe.
Save community
Nice neighborhood
Strong small city identity
Variety of retail
Low crime
Places to work
Collaborative government
Safe and inviting community
Life expectancy
green spaces
Community feel
Small town feel
Infrastructure and community
Variety of housing options
Downtown
Town Center.
Effective and good-looking Mayor and Council.
City services--water snow removal
Small town atmosphere
Responsive city government
Great parks
Open green space
Quality of life and community
Neighborhoods
Preserving the history of the city
Ladder to improvement
Protect our natural areas and wildlife
Continued focus on Sustainable Development and operations
of City government (Facilities and Staff Operations)
Restaurant variety
The sense of community and participation
Community activities in Town Center
Fireworks on July 4th
Parade on Memorial Day
Ice rink
Historical buildings giving a sense of a place in time
Parks
Green space
Stop buildings
Need bookstores
Need more parks and green space
Rockville neighborhoods
Ranking for top 10 as a family friendly community
The library
Residential neighborhoods
The transportation system
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What do I hope will change in Rockville by 2020?
Local circulator
No increase in taxes
Income
More high rises
Less development
Balance in housing options - more row houses and duplexes
Improved APFO
Property values
Development paced to serve community, balance of local
business and adequate public facilities
More services available for the poor and working poor
increase public transportation options
Pedestrian crosswalk lights
Build workforce housing
More affordable housing!!!!
Greater participation on the part of immigrant communities
Better integration between Montgomery College and city

Cost
Special character of city
Overcrowded schools
Improved mobility - all travel options.
better schools
Progress on TC 2
More local businesses
Mix of housing
Managed urban nodes balanced with suburban
neighborhoods
More transportation options
More retail restaurants in City
More protected bike lanes
Wider sidewalks
Traffic
Pedestrian safety, walkability
Rockville circulator so students have greater access to Town
Center
better traffic design
Increased affordable housing
Different mayor and council
Even better bike options - for recreation and commuting
Housing mix
BRT
People who work here can live here.
civic involvement of younger people
More transit options
Unique Identity
More residential in Town Center to support businesses.
better metro
Traffic congestion
Ntrol
More affordable housing
Connectivity/walkability
Greater density near the Metro

Bike access from surrounding communities.
Rejuvenate/upgrade aging housing stock
More independence from county government i
Better mix of uses together
No high rises
Workforce housing options
More affordable housing/more density near Metro.
High real estate costs
More trees free of power lines.
High quality development around twinbrook metro
A more vibrant community
Elem school #5 real
More density around transit
More small business
More economic equality
A college town feel.
more participation of ethnic and diverse communities in city
activities
Better newspaper than the Gazette
Schools and available affordable housing
More interconnected streets

Schools
Mixed housing
Less reliance on fossil fuels, reduction in waste production,
water conservation
Less traffic congestion
More green space
Better traffic
Cost control
The control of the City by the development community
Construction and implementation of better schools
A better staff

Circulator
Protect natural areas
More people outside
More business opportunities
Better bike pedestrian and mass transit options
Less traffic
Master Plan will get approved
Stronger urban core.
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What do I hope will stay the same in Rockville by 2040?
Open and Friendly mayor and Council
Healthy neighborhoods
Low crime
Natural areas protected
Great place for kids
Safe walkable
Strong economy
Fabulous City services!
Clean water
Parks/neighborhood feel in a more
Good people focus
Lots of trees
Crime rate
The town square is still there with Zumba and what not
Responsive city government
Variety of housing
Better
Vibrant town center
Preservation of same
parks and trees aplenty with scmaa businesses
Small town feel and amenities
Strong neighborhoods
Better relationship and more respect between community
and city hall
Safe crime free
Still a Small feel town atmosphere
City services
Transparent government
reliable public works & svcs
Oasis on MoCo growth
A place people want to come to
Great "feel" of community
Infrastructure lifestyle
good city government
Community

Natural resources
Trees
Liveability
Small town feel with great services and amenities
Community sense
Nice housing options
Strong schools
Urban environment
Walkability
My community
Small town atmosphere
Great city services
Sense of community
Greenery
Open green space
Historic feel of the city is still there
Diversity
Strong sense of small city identity
City services
Strong schools
Vibrant communities
Parks
The historical buildings that make Rockville a special, strong
community
Green space
Quality of neighborhoods
Green spaces
Neighborhoods, small town feel
Family friendly community
Community/neighborhood fe
Jobs
Variety of retail
Parks
Great government services
Same type of development with its focus primarily around
metro station and town center core
Community participation in activities
Walkability
Green space
Home town feel
Small town
Small town feel and amenities
Community activism
The sense of community by the citizens of the area

Continuation of convenient neighborhood living
County Seat and City government
Community oriented government
Safe neighborhood
Historic buildings
My sense of humor
Jonathans
Good schools
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What do I hope will change in Rockville by 2040?
BRT
Green living
More Recreation options for kids
Services remain as good with added population
Walkability
More attractive streetscapes on pike
Self-driving cars
Better pay
Grand boulevard from Rockville to Bethesda.
Better PR to get all demographics involved in city matters
No surface parking lots
Lower cost of living (as compared to similar sized
communities)
Density at metros
BRT up and running and replacing need for cars
Better use of public transport. ie, metro
More bridge twinbrook okwy
Less people driving
More options for kids
Members of the mayor and council from ethnic backgrounds
Anyone can walk to work.
rockville pike, more stores and businesses, more night life
even better schools
less traffic
A place for all incomes
More income equality
More density and taller buildings along Rockville Pike
Better local public transportation

Better and more engaging public space
More senior citizen services
More vibrant
More diverse voters!
More and better transit options
better income and homes for all
Increase size of mayor council to seven
Driverless cars
More services for the needy
More people living near where they work
Better traffic pattern
Transportation options
Greater density near transit
The value of my home
Traffic
more and better public gathering places (like town square)
Archive zero energy balance - no car needed.
increase the sidewalk friendliness of the community
Better higher education options
Traffic management / pedestrian safety and walkability
Affordable housing
more workforce and affordable housing
Better transit
Increased urbanization, but still controlled
Less traffic congestion
Greater representation on the part of the Asian and Hispanic
community
Rejuvenated housing stock for future needs.
More mass transit
More ethnic diversity
Polarization
More affordable housing
Different mayor and council
Walkability
More residential in Town Center
Better Senior services
Implementation of energy efficient lighting, solar, green
materials, enhanced focus on reducing energy consumption
Buildings to be LEED certified
Less traffic congestion
Walkability
Buses to stop on the Pike
More green space
More income to the citizens and Home for all
Moore no longer on the Council
Apathy
The bus stops (it has become very difficult for drivers to see
the people waiting for the bus. Perhaps the community could
use bright colors on their signs)

Public transport
More connections between Twinbrook and pike area
Easy walk for fun activities.
Support for at-home senior services
Free parking in town center
More environmental awareness and protections
More villages like in pkqce
No chickens
Control housing density
Rockville pike / Twinbrook developing into a beautiful
community.
Higher civic participation by Asian and Hispanic communities
More nightlife
Transportation options
More people outside
More voters
Economy less dependent on federal government
More active leaders from ethnic communities
Better local public transit
Less reliance on fossil fuels, reduction in waste production,
water conservation
High density housing
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What do you want Rockville to be like in 2040?
The City of Rockville’s 2002 Comprehensive Master Plan
is guided by the following vision (Page 1-1 of the plan):
“Rockville will continue to be a city
that emphasizes the characteristics
of a small town community,
offers an excellent quality of life,
provides a responsive government
serving its citizens, and
has a distinct positive identity tied to its history.”
Table Exercise:
Do you believe this 2002 vision is still relevant?
If not, why not?
Please work with your table to reach a consensus.

111 Maryland Avenue | Rockville, Maryland 20850-2364 | 240-314-8200
www.rockvillemd.gov/masterplanupdate
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What do you want Rockville to be like in 2040?
The City of Rockville’s 2002 Comprehensive Master Plan
is guided by the following 14 principles (Page 1-1 of the plan):
Rockville will be a city that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Protects the character of its neighborhoods;
Develops a sense of a cohesive community that overcomes physical barriers and links
neighborhoods;
Fosters a vibrant Town Center that has a distinctive character;
Provides a diversity of integrated transportation options;
Emphasizes its parks and open spaces;
Respects the natural environment and historic resources, and promotes the responsible, 		
sustainable use of natural resources for present and future populations;
Provides a high level of community services and facilities;
Maintains a safe and secure community;
Encourages a broad range of housing styles and prices;
Promotes active community involvement in planning and city government;
Recognizes the diverse nature and needs of the community;
Encourages a strong and diverse local economy;
Establishes a supportive environment for advanced technology, technological industries,
and institutions of higher learning;
Recognizes its unique position as the governmental center of Montgomery County.
Table Exercise:
Would you delete or change any of them?
Would you add something new?
Please work with your table to reach consensus.

111 Maryland Avenue | Rockville, Maryland 20850-2364 | 240-314-8200
www.rockvillemd.gov/masterplanupdate
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CMP Kickoff Table Exercise Results
VISION STATEMENT EXERCISE
Participants in the communitywide kickoff meeting for the Rockville 2040 Comprehensive
Master Plan update, held on May 9, 2015, were asked to review the vision statement and
principles from the current 2002 Comprehensive Master Plan. A complete transcription of the
written comments generated by this exercise is contained in this report. The written comments
are presented verbatim with only minimal editorial changes to spelling and punctuation.
The results of the exercise are presented in two ways: sorted by visions statement or principles
and then followed by the full written comments generated by each table, which also include
other comments not specifically related to the vision or principles.

Exercise:
The City of Rockville’s 2002 Comprehensive Master Plan is guided by the following Vision (Page
1-1 of the plan):

“Rockville will continue to be a city that emphasizes the characteristics of a small town
community, offers an excellent quality of life, provides a responsive government serving its
citizens, and has a distinct positive identity tied to its history.”
Do you believe this 2002 Vision is still relevant? If not, why not?
Please write your thoughts below and on the other side of this form.

Results of the review of the 2002 vision statement at the May 9, 2015 kickoff meeting are provided
below, as written.
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“Rockville will continue to be a city with a wide variety of neighborhoods and a strong sense of
community that attracts and supports an educated, healthy, diverse population, accessible and
transparent government, and has a distinct positive identity tied to its history.”

Change “emphasizes the characteristics of a small town community.” Want city infrastructure like
walkability, strong economy, growing diversity . . . but want community that is warm, welcoming too,
neighborhood focused city

Will Rockville as small town ethic survive? Rockville Pike Plan is antagonistic to small town feel. Pike Plan
endangers small businesses on Pike, need local business environment to thrive. Affordable housingdistribute better in city. Existing vision statement: clauses are good, add walkable clause, add
affordability clause.

Basically concur. Add “protect.” Lack of clarity causing consternation, RE: “Distinct positive identity tied
to its history”

Generally OK. ‘Small-town community’: neighborhood centered, neighborhood friendly, neighborhood
connected

Rockville will continue to be a community that emphasizes the characteristics of a small green city,
offers an excellent quality of life, provides a responsive government serving its citizens, and has a
distinct positive identity tied to its diverse history.

Mix of integrated urban and suburban neighborhoods. Stronger sense of community. Community of
communities. Different layers of “community.” “Small town” could be misleading, social characteristics
are positive but we are part of large urban area.
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PRINCIPLES STATEMENT EXERCISE

Exercise:
The City of Rockville’s 2002 Comprehensive Master Plan is guided by the following fourteen
principles (Page 1-1 of the plan):

Rockville will be a city that:
1. Protects the character of its neighborhoods;
2. Develops a sense of a cohesive community that overcomes physical barriers and links
neighborhoods;
3. Fosters a vibrant Town Center that has a distinctive character;
4. Provides a diversity of integrated transportation options;
5. Emphasizes its parks and open spaces;
6. Respects the natural environment and historic resources, and promotes the
responsible, sustainable use of natural resources for present and future populations;
7. Provides a high level of community services and facilities;
8. Maintains a safe and secure community;
9. Encourages a broad range of housing styles and prices;
10. Promotes active community involvement in planning and city government;
11. Recognizes the diverse nature and needs of the community;
12. Encourages a strong and diverse local economy;
13. Establishes a supportive environment for advanced technology, technological
industries, and institutions of higher learning;
14. Recognizes its unique position as the governmental center of Montgomery County.

Would you delete or change any of them? Would you add something new?
Please write your thoughts below and on the other side of this form.
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Results of the review of the 2002 principles statement at the May 9, 2015 kickoff meeting are provided
below, as written, and sorted by principle (in bold) with the comment from tables below each principle.

1.

Protects the character of its neighborhoods;

1. Retain; acknowledge neighborhood character is evolving
1. Strengthen and Preserve the character of its neighborhood

2.
Develops a sense of a cohesive community that overcomes physical barriers and links
neighborhoods;
2. Change: use “inclusive” in lieu of “cohesive”

3.

Fosters a vibrant Town Center that has a distinctive character;

3. needs to be fixed. Fosters a vibrant character
3. Add: Beyond Town Center to include Rockville Pike and Metro stations
3. Fosters vibrant commercial centers that have distinctive characters
Revise #3 to foster a vibrant town center and other urban centers that have distinctive character and
promote community cohesiveness.
3. Fosters a vibrant Town Center and beyond that has a distinctive character; including retail,
restaurants, sidewalk, friendly environment.

4.

Provides a diversity of integrated transportation options;

4. Retain

5.

Emphasizes its parks and open spaces;

5. Emphasizes its recreational, parks and open spaces
5. Retain
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6.
Respects the natural environment and historic resources, and promotes the
responsible, sustainable use of natural resources for present and future populations;
6. green living, sustainability, preserving resources
6. Protects and respects . . . . . Remove historic resources to a separate principle
6a. Recognize the value of historic resources and preserve those of highest value

7.

Provides a high level of community services and facilities;

7. and 8. Combine

8.

Maintains a safe and secure community;

7. and 8. Combine

9.

Encourages a broad range of housing styles and prices;

9. affordable housing opportunities
9. Retain

10.

Promotes active community involvement in planning and city government;

10. greater civic involvement
10. Retain

11.

Recognizes the diverse nature and needs of the community;

11. Recognizing and supportive diverse ethnic and generational communities
11. Retain

12.

Encourages a strong and diverse local economy;

12. promoting business opportunities
5
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12. Add: “Innovative local economy and tax base . . .”
#12 Expand wording to include sense of more local businesses, expanding business tax base

13.
Establishes a supportive environment for advanced technology, technological
industries, and institutions of higher learning;
13. Establishes/supports workforce housing for ‘destination’ employers and new/incubating/small
businesses
13. Pockets- education quality
13. Advanced technologies [plural] (This recognizes all kinds of technologies, biotech, communication,
etc.)
13. Retain

14.

Recognizes its unique position as the governmental center of Montgomery County.

14. Possible Delete

Note: A number of tables included suggestions for additional new principles, which they numbered as
15.
15. Adds: Transit Oriented Development. Promote diverse cultural identities within community
Add 15. Promotes desirable, affordable, and welcoming neighborhoods for children to live as adults
New principle: Deal with educational needs of community
New 15. Recognize demographic changes of Rockville’s population and provide services and amenities
accordingly.
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CMP Kickoff Table Exercise Results, Full Verbatim Report
Note: This is a verbatim account of the comments written at the tables on flip charts and other
paper. Minor adjustments to spelling or punctuation have been made, but otherwise no editing
in order to preserve the comments as written. Comments are grouped by table, with a line
indicating the start of a new table.

Principles
Attracts and matches to the needs of the next generation.
13. Establishes/supports workforce housing for ‘destination’ employers and new/incubating/small
businesses
(decreases reliance on cars)
3. needs to be fixed
Fosters a vibrant character
___________________________________________________________________________________

10. greater civic involvement
Economic disparities
13. Pockets- education quality
9. affordable housing opportunities
Greater integration of city as a WHOLE
12. promoting business opporutities
6. green living, sustainability, preserving resources
Greater connectivity and management through smart technology
__________________________________________________________________________________

“Rockville will continue to be a city with a wide variety of neighborhoods and a strong sense of
community that attracts and supports an educated, healthy, diverse population, accessible and
transparent government, and has a distinct positive identity tied to its history.”
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VISION
Change “emphasizes the characteristics of a small town community.”
-want city infrastructure like walkability, strong economy, growing diversity . . .
-but want community that is warm, welcoming too
-neighborhood focused city
Principles of 2002 Plan
1. Retain; acknowledge neighborhood character is evolving
2. Change: use “inclusive” in lieu of “cohesive”
3. Add: Beyond Town Center to include Rockville Pike and Metro stations
4. Retain
5. Retain
6. Retain
7. and 8. Combine
9. Retain
10. Retain
11. Retain
12. Add: “Innovative local economy and tax base . . .”
13. Retain
14. Possible Delete
15. Adds: -Transit Oriented Development
-Promote diverse cultural identities within community
____________________________________________________________________________________
Principles
1. Strengthen and Preserve the character of its neighborhood
5. Emphasizes its recreational, parks and open spaces
Add 15. Promotes desirable, affordable, and welcoming neighborhoods for children to live as adults
* Make sure infrastructure connects not isolates, e.g. Unity Bridge
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How do we see Rockville in 2040?
1. A livable community (not isolated, with public services available, no car required, meet the neighbors)
2. A vibrant and growing community
-Maintain existing character, e.g. single family community in Twinbrook and throughout city
-Identify urban core for smart growth
3. Develop and maintain a multimodal transportation system, complete street
4. A well developed transit oriented community with distinct characters and green spaces
5. Attract a diverse population (young and old, different ethnic background) by supporting local
businesses and attract new businesses and develop and grow. Choice Hotels in Town Center; Diversity
from government jobs.
6. Maintain and promote excellent public services and schools.
____________________________________________________________________________________

Table 11
Vision
Will Rockville as small town ethic survive?
Rockville Pike Plan is antagonistic to small town feel.
Pike Plan endangers small businesses on Pike, need local business environment to thrive.
Affordable housing-distribute better in city
Existing vision statement: -clauses are good, add walkable clause, add affordability clause
________________________________________________________________________________
Oasis idea supported
Metro sadly underfunded, state and MoCo needs to step up.
NYC subway still works better, local and express service key to success.
Metro fare rates too high
RideOn should be free
New principle: Deal with educational needs of community
-should City start its own school administration?
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-more reasonable Mont. College costs
-transport to Mont. College-Metro station
-transportation, do small attainable things, ex. ped connections, redesignate Gude Drive as MD 28.
___________________________________________________________________________________

VISION
Basically concur
Add “protect”
Lack of clarity causing consternation, RE: “Distinct positive identity tied to its history”
PRINCIPLES
3. Fosters vibrant commercial centers that have distinctive characters
6. Protects and respects . . . . . Remove historic resources to a separate principle
6a. Recognize the value of historic resources and preserve those of highest value
11. Recognizing and supportive diverse ethnic and generational communities
13. Advanced technologies [plural] (This recognizes all kinds of technologies, biotech, communication,
etc.)
New 15. Recognize demographic changes of Rockville’s population and provide services and amenities
accordingly.
___________________________________________________________________________________

VISION
Generally OK
‘Small-town community’: neighborhood centered, neighborhood friendly, neighborhood connected
Be aware of increasing diversity of cultures in Rockville
PRINCIPLES
Mostly OK
#12 Expand wording to include sense of more local businesses, expanding business tax base
___________________________________________________________________________________
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VISION
Rockville will continue to be a community that emphasizes the characteristics of a small green city,
offers an excellent quality of life, provides a responsive government serving its citizens, and has a
distinct positive identity tied to its diverse history.
___________________________________________________________________________________

VISION
Mix of integrated urban and suburban neighborhoods
Stronger sense of community
Community of communities
Different layers of “community”
“Small town” could be misleading, social characteristics are positive but we are part of large urban area.
PRINCIPLES
Revise #3 to foster a vibrant town center and other urban centers that have distinctive character and
promote community cohesiveness.
Support other principles
___________________________________________________________________________________

PRINCIPLES (single sheet)
3. Fosters a vibrant Town Center and beyond that has a distinctive character; including retail,
restaurants, sidewalk, friendly environment.
*Day cares, eduction from preschool through high school.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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2002 Master Plan Principles –
Responses from Engage Rockville, My Sidewalk and City webpage
Topic Question: Are the 2002 Master Plan principles still relevant? See the topic details below and share
your ideas and comments.
Topic Details: As we begin the process of updating the City’s Comprehensive Master Plan, one of the
first tasks is to review our existing documents. The principles that provide a foundation for the goals
and policies articulated in the 2002 Master Plan (page 1-1) states:
Rockville will be a city that:
1. Protects the character of its neighborhoods;
2. Develops a sense of a cohesive community that overcomes physical barriers and links
neighborhoods;
3. Fosters a vibrant Town Center that has a distinctive character;
4. Provides a diversity of integrated transportation options;
5. Emphasizes its parks and open spaces;
6. Respects the natural environment and historic resources, and promotes the responsible,
sustainable use of natural resources for present and future populations;
7. Provides a high level of community services and facilities;
8. Maintains a safe and secure community;
9. Encourages a broad range of housing styles and prices;
10. Promotes active community involvement in planning and city government;
11. Recognizes the diverse nature and needs of the community;
12. Encourages a strong and diverse local economy;
13. Establishes a supportive environment for advanced technology, technological industries, and
institutions of higher learning;
14. Recognizes its unique position as the governmental center of Montgomery County.
These principles were reviewed by the Planning Commission and Mayor and Council in 2009 and were
found, in general, to be still relevant. What do you think? Would you add, delete or change any?
Content Summaries
Idea
#
8

Idea or
Comment
Idea

Submission Content
Mostly... -- The first desideratum, when taken to an extreme, precludes any real
planning. It is a clarion call for torpidity. Perhaps "Respects the character of its
neighborhoods" captures the need to balance the status quo with novelty. The
third item is (in my opinion) probably the single most important item in the list.
One that it is buttressed by items 9–12. The city needs both diversity of character
and a coherent sense of self. (How does a master plan "promote active
community involvement in planning?" Community involvement is important in
creating the master plan, but it's hard for me to see how involvement is part of
the outcome.) In terms of missing items, I would like to see something in terms of
long-term economic sustainability. As Rockville grows, we need to make sure that
the cost to support the new development matches the (city) revenue generated
by that development. (Item number 6 references natural and historic resources,
1
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but it is silent on capital and fiscal resources.)

8.1

Comment
on an Idea

I see items 4 and 5 as critical. Transportation is a must, but as the city grows it
becomes important to maintain green space.

8.2

Comment
on an Idea

I agree with Peter that the revenue to maintain the development MUST be
considered in every new project.

9

Idea

9.1

Comment
on an Idea

10

Idea

11

Idea

12

Idea

13

Idea

Affordable Housing -- I would like to see Rockville focus more intentionally on
affordable housing to reduce our homeless population, but as importantly to
improve the quality of accommodations that many lower income families face.
This also impacts the elderly as many must leave the area in order to stretch their
retirement funds. There can't be real diversity without an intentional affordable
housing plan.
I defer to the experts from the Affordable Housing Conference of Montgomery
County who study and understand the long range trends of needed housing
development.
Our Rockville needs upgrade our recycle program -- Like Toronto, Canada has
"The Green Bin Program" which will be keeping organic material--such as food
waste and soiled paper food products--out of the garbage and turning it into
compost. This will help us reduce the amount of waste going to landfill.
www.toronto.ca/greenbin
Centrally controlled traffic lighting system -- I worked for the City & County
Honolulu in the 90's where we installed a centrally controlled traffic lighting
system or Traffic Management System in which every roadway was connected. A
large "war room" board map 25' across showed every street, every light and also
connected to every traffic camera at intersection, bridges and roads. The central
computer could instantaneously determine when to control the flow of cars to
increase or decrease by amount of time the green or red lights changed. A team
of operator manned the room 24 hours to make manual controls, monitor the
traffic and engage emergency procedures. This system reduced traffic flow during
morning and evening work rush saving time and money for motorists.
Financing and the BRT usage -- While all on the list are admirable, we must
concentrate on how these items can be financed, especially the so-called BRT
proposal of the County which, as currently planned, doesn't seem to really serve
our citizens
city tree -- Rockville master plan has to consider senior and disabled residents. For
example: city tree all are deciduous, we suggest evergreen, we senior and
disabled residents can not handle fallen leaves. besides we can not afford to hire
somebody to take care. . If city can open ,creative mind that is beautiful.
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13.1

Comment
on an Idea

14

Idea

14.1

Comment
on an Idea

15

Idea

16

Idea

17

Idea

35

Idea

36

Idea

We need a variety of trees around the city, and one of the city's distinctive
features is the landscaping, woods, and trees. I don't think there are any trees-except artificial ones--that will avoid problems of leaves, limbs, seed pods, and
roots, although certainly some are better than others.
Enhance the Distinctiveness of Neighborhoods -- In addition to creating a
distinctive Town Center, the City of Rockville is large enough that the Master Plan
should work to make major neighborhoods or areas distinctive as well. The City
isn't just a single core surrounded by the single homogenous residential area, but
it is actually several residential neighborhoods around a commercial downtown.
These neighborhoods need "centers" as well with shopping centers, parks,
recreational facilities, and city services that are better designed to enhance
community life. For example, Woodley Gardens and King Farm have active
"centers" but College Gardens and Twinbrook's "centers" are dysfunctional.
I'm interested in the idea, but would want this to be handled the right way. I don't
think "neighborhood character by imposition" works. I like your suggestion of
enhancing city services to support community life, which might create breathing
room for communities to develop their character organically.
Connect parks and open space with walkways and bike paths -- The Master Plan
should go beyond creating parks and open space, but also make connections
among them through safe and attractive walkways and bike paths, in a manner
similar to Boston's Emerald Necklace. The emphasis is on walking or biking, not
automobiles, so think of alternatives to streets and roads as connectors.
recycle food, fruit.... -- Toronto has world class recycle program, We recommend
Rockville to visit Toronto to learn how they recycle food left-over... We residents
are proud of Rockville, which listen residents' voice .Thank you!
No -- City needs to revise Plan to downzone high-rise development on the Pike
On #10 engaging citizens in city planning -- One way the city could usefully engage
neighborhood associations to a larger degree would be to take a page from
Baltimore's Planning Department, which will not consider plans submitted for
changes in zoning or variances that are not accompanied by a letter from the
neighborhood association expressing its opinion on the proposed change or
variance. Developers or individuals making major changes to existing homes are
not "getting permission" from the neighborhood, but this process ensures that
that major changes in code at least get input of the local community before they
are voted on. It often improves the planned projects to a great degree before
plans are submitted and makes the local residents more comfortable with
decisions that are made. No doubt the Planning Department makes it possible for
citizens to express opinions now, but offering a more structured approach makes
it just a little easier for people to feel like they have a voice and a meaningful role
in governance.
The Master Plan should be amended -- The Master Plan should be revised by
down-zoning mixed-use and commercial development on the entire Rockville Pike
Corridor in order to allow low-density development and to preserve our
consumer friendly retail. The emphasis should be on preserving our residential
character and de-emphasize the rush to massive high-rise development. It is
3
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critical to act now.

37

Idea

44

Idea

44.1
45

Comment
on an Idea
Idea

47

Idea

48

Idea

53

Idea

72

Idea

Master Plan -- The City now has 2-3 jobs available for every working age resident
in the City. Why are we rushing to add more jobs that bring various costs to the
community including more traffic, congestion, environmental degradation,
residual costs to city taxpayers, and more. With no sales taxes going to the City
treasury, the financial benefits do not cover the long term costs to city residents.
Sales tax revenues would help to offset unfunded costs. -- Moreover, they could
mitigate possible future property tax increases. With the growing urbanization of
Rockville and the costs associated with this growth, a broader tax base will be
needed to balance the burden on Rockville residents. It is Rockville's investments
that make our economy what it is and we should get the fruits of those efforts.
Are you suggesting that Rockville add an additional sales tax within the city limits?
I hadn't thought about that method to slowing growth.
Ride-on -- Rockville residence got older and disabled. We residence need closer
walkable distance to bus stop without crossing busy Darnestown road and
Wootton parkway. Thanks for the response.
Yes -- It is important to update the Master Plan. The City has changed since 2002.
Preserve 100-year old-growth-forest at corner of King Farm -- The old growth
forest at the corner of W. Gude and 355 (corner of King Farm) is at least 100 years
old and is an essential habitat for a great many species of birds and small forest
animals. It contains a large number of special, healthy, native Maryland trees and
plants. Its lush beauty graces Rockville; this forest must be preserved as a
Rockville landmark and for the rare treasure that it is.
This all sounds good but ***** -- very little real discussion has been held for years
by city officials with residents about what kind of community do we really want.
For example, very few folks really understand the implications of the master plan
or subsets of the Plan like the proposed Rockville Pike Plan. All these nice
sounding objectives have little reality to the growing impacts of new high-rise
developments in and around Rockville. They potential for all these principles
being totally irrelevant is very high given all the push for more and more
development in Rockville.
More effective transportation planning -- Too many of our communities are being
overrun by commuter cut through traffic and commuter parking. When planning
developments adjacent or near metro facilities, better attention needs to be paid
to the long term impact from these issues. As a resident of King Farm, part of the
reason I purchased a home there was the pedestrian friendly atmosphere that
was being presented. As you are probably aware, communities such as this are
being inundated by commuters that cut through, heavy/very noisy truck traffic
(construction equipment, car carriers, gas tanker trucks) the commuter parking
that floods our streets, to avoid pay parking at the Metro. In addition to the
commuters parking in our neighborhood, they are also using (abusing) our free
4
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shuttle bus service that was created for our residents. Promoting transit orient
development is the right thing to do, however, the negative effects this creates
needs to be better considered/mitigated. Also correct impacts to existing
communities.

75

Idea

79

Idea

79.1

Comment
on an Idea

80

Idea

82

Idea

Neighborhood stability -- All of these goals are laudable but there has definitely
been a shift in bias at City Hall for more intense development on Rockville Pike.
This has the potential of negatively impacting all of the close-in neighborhoods
such as Twinbrook, Hungerford-Stoneridge, Montrose, Jefferson Place, and the
West End, especially if the plan allows for the extension of East Jefferson Street
north to Town Center.
What recommendations from current plan have been implemented? -- The city
should conduct a status update on what recommendations from the 2002 Master
Plan, and subsequent Neighborhood Plans, have actually been undertaken or
implemented by the city. This should be broken down by Planning Area and
Neighborhood Plan.
For example, in the East Rockville Neighborhood Plan approved by Mayor and
Council, are recommendation was made to immediately undertake a study to
assess opportunity to create a transition zone in the Southlawn/Redgate
industrial zone to "minimize negative impact of industrial uses on the surrounding
residential areas." It is now 10 years later and no study has been done. What else
did the city not do in the last 12 years since approving the current Master Plan.
I have seen funds used for a lot of studies in Rockville with no avail. Just tax
dollars spent. People need to realize that the economy changes and it does drive
what is built.
A City for everyone -- Develop and promote City-wide resources for people of all
cultures, ages and needs. Encourage young people to move here and to stay while
raising their families. Then, to continue to stay here as the Age in Place. Rockville
has something for everyone - we just need to do a better job of promoting it!
Supporting learning -- Something that recognizes Rockville commitment to
education through not only Montgomery College, but also through the library,
library programs (like conversational English and displays) and many classes and
opportunities at the Senior Center. I'm sure there are more that I am not even
aware of.
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Idea

87

Idea

Create transition and buffer zones -- Many of Rockville's residential
neighborhoods are adjacent to non-residential uses such as: industrial,
commercial, retail and other uses. These non-residential uses have negative
impacts on the character and quality of the residential neighborhoods of
Rockville. The City of Rockville should do more to create buffer and transition
zones around our residential neighborhoods that would guide the size, scope,
character, uses and type of development that can occur adjacent to our
residential neighborhoods. More appropriate development adjacent to residential
neighborhoods would help the city achieve the first two principles of the 2002
Master Plan:
Rockville will be a city that:
1. Protects the character of its neighborhoods;
2. Develops a sense of a cohesive community that overcomes physical barriers
and links neighborhoods;
Improve Pedestrian Safety -- There are a number of unsafe and regularly used
cross walks in Rockville. Two on Twinbrook Parkway between Rockville Pike and
Veirs Mill Rd and others, darkly lit throughout the community. I would be really
happy to see improved lighting for evening traffic and/or blinking cross walk
signals installed. Likewise, I agree with other submissions about improving
community awareness and possibly implementing fines or adding in cameras to
increase the instances of drivers stopping for pedestrians at crosswalks. If it is
safer to walk (and bike!) more people will do it.
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Maryland’s Twelve Planning Visions
1. QUALITY OF LIFE AND SUSTAINABILITY: a high quality of life is achieved through
universal stewardship of the land, water, and air resulting in sustainable communities and protection
of the environment;
2. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: citizens are active partners in the planning and implementation of
community initiatives and are sensitive to their responsibilities in achieving community goals;
3. GROWTH AREAS: growth is concentrated in existing population and business centers, growth
areas adjacent to these centers, or strategically selected new centers;
4. COMMUNITY DESIGN: compact, mixed use, walkable design consistent with existing
community character and located near available or planned transit options is encouraged to ensure
efficient use of land and transportation resources and preservation and enhancement of natural
systems, open spaces, recreational areas, and historical, cultural, and archeological resources;
5. INFRASTRUCTURE: growth areas have the water resources and infrastructure to accommodate
population and business expansion in an orderly, efficient, and environmentally sustainable manner;
6. TRANSPORTATION: a well–maintained, multimodal transportation system facilitates the safe,
convenient, affordable, and efficient movement of people, goods, and services within and between
population and business centers;
7. HOUSING: a range of housing densities, types, and sizes provides residential options for citizens
of all ages and incomes;
8. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: economic development and natural resource–based businesses
that promote employment opportunities for all income levels within the capacity of the State’s
natural resources, public services, and public facilities are encouraged;
9. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: land and water resources, including the Chesapeake and
coastal bays, are carefully managed to restore and maintain healthy air and water, natural sy
stems, and living resources;
10. RESOURCE CONSERVATION: waterways, forests, agricultural areas, open space, natural
systems, and scenic areas are conserved;
11. STEWARDSHIP: government, business entities, and residents are responsible for the creation
of sustainable communities by collaborating to balance efficient growth with resource protection;
and
12. IMPLEMENTATION: strategies, policies, programs, and funding for growth and development,
resource conservation, infrastructure, and transportation are integrated across the local, regional,
state, and interstate levels to achieve these Visions.
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